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Web Chat
Let your customers chat with an agent directly from your website. Whether
your customer is on a desktop, tablet, or phone, they can exchange instant
messages with an agent via our web chat widget.

For agents, chats open in Syntelate XA. Syntelate XA automatically
matches on the customer’s details and, for existing customers,
retrieves the customer’s record. This means that, from the moment
a chat starts, your agent has all of the customer’s information in
front of them.

Features
Define smart text for frequently used sentences and paragraphs, and make it easy for agents to quickly and
accurately reply to common questions. Optionally include hyperlinks and radio buttons.
Let customers upload files to a chat for your agents to view, such as a screenshot or scanned document.
Define web chat topics – such as General Enquiry and Technical Support – and then assign each of your
agents to one or more topics. Allow the customer to choose the topic or automatically select it based on the
web page from which the customer starts the chat.
Let agents transfer a chat to another topic – for example, if the customer has a second question that the first
agent can’t help with.
Configure a leave a message form to use when chat is unavailable.
Let agents check for typos before sending messages via the integrated spell check.
Request feedback from customers at the end of each chat.
Let customers choose to be emailed the chat transcript at the end of a chat, or let
your agents select this option.
Automatically capture chat statistics for reporting, such as the duration of the chat,
how long the customer had to wait before being connected to an agent, and so on.

Web Chat
Customizable
Customize the look of your chat widget. Select colors and logos via our configuration tool, or use CSS to make
more advanced changes.
Configure the days and times when your chat widget should be visible on your website.
Define the emojis that your agents can use – or choose not to let your agents use emojis at all.
Define auto-responses to send when an agent hasn’t heard from the customer for a while (or vice versa). For
example, I haven’t heard from you for a while – are you still there?
Let agents deal with multiple chats at a time. These can even be a mix of web, SMS, and social media chats
(if you also take the Email/SMS and Social Media modules).
Define chat disposition codes, allowing your agents to select the outcome of each chat. Use this information
to monitor your various web chat topics.

Benefits:
Reduce call volumes.
Improve customer satisfaction.

Reduce costs.
Increase sales.
Our Web Chat solution is part of Syntelate XA, our omni-channel customer engagement suite. You can select this
product individually or pick and mix from the full suite to fit your customer service strategy.
Speak to the team to learn more.
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